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11.1  Introduction

Several	domains	of	application	require	one	to	measure	quantities	that	are	representa-
tive	of	what	a	human	listener	perceives.	Sound quality evaluation,	for	instance,	stud-
ies	how	users	perceive	the	quality	of	the	sounds	of	industrial	objects	(cars,	electrical	
appliances,	electronic	devices,	etc.),	and	establishes	specifications	for	the	design	of	
these	sounds.	It	refers	to	the	fact	that	the	sounds	produced	by	an	object	or	product	
are	not	only	evaluated	in	terms	of	annoyance	or	pleasantness,	but	are	also	important	
in	 people’s	 interactions	 with	 the	 object.	 Practitioners	 of	 sound	 quality	 evaluation	
therefore	need	methods	to	assess	experimentally,	or	automatic	tools	to	predict,	what	
users	perceive	and	how	they	evaluate	the	sounds.	There	are	other	applications	requir-
ing	such	measurement:	evaluation	of	the	quality	of	audio	algorithms,	management	
(organization,	retrieval)	of	sound	databases,	and	so	on.	For	example,	sound-database	
retrieval	 systems	often	 require	measurements	of	 relevant	perceptual	qualities;	 the	
searching	process	is	performed	automatically	using	similarity	metrics	based	on	rel-
evant	descriptors	stored	as	metadata	with	the	sounds	in	the	database.

The	“perceptual”	qualities	of	the	sounds	are	called	the	auditory attributes,	which	
are	 defined	 as	 percepts	 that	 can	 be	 ordered	 on	 a	 magnitude	 scale.	 Historically,	
the	notion	of	auditory	attribute	 is	grounded	 in	 the	 framework	of	psychoacoustics.	
Psychoacoustical	 research	aims	 to	establish	quantitative	relationships	between	 the	
physical	 properties	 of	 a	 sound	 (i.e.,	 the	 properties	 measured	 by	 the	 methods	 and	
instruments	of	the	natural	sciences)	and	the	perceived	properties	of	the	sounds,	the	
auditory	attributes.	The	physical	properties	of	a	sound	that	are	related	to	the	auditory	
attributes	can	be	computed	 from	 the	sound	signal.	These	values	 therefore	predict	
the	auditory	attributes	from	the	sound	signal	alone	and	once	well	understood	can	
be	 substituted	 for	 experimental	 measurements.	 They	 are	 called	 psychoacoustical 
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descriptors.	Psychoacoustical	research	has	isolated	several	auditory	attributes:	loud-
ness,	pitch,	duration,	and	sharpness,	among	others.	Methods	have	been	developed	to	
measure	these	attributes	experimentally,	and	algorithms	have	been	devised	to	com-
pute	corresponding	psychoacoustical	descriptors.

Here	we	use	 the	 term	“auditory	 attribute”	 in	 a	 slightly	broader	 sense	 than	 the	
psychoacoustical	definition.	 Indeed,	 listeners	can	 recover	many	kinds	of	 informa-
tion	from	a	sound.	Not	only	do	they	perceive	percepts	that	can	be	directly	mapped	
to	the	physical	properties	of	the	sound,	but	most	of	the	time	they	also	recognize	the	
source	that	caused	the	sound	and	identify	its	properties.	Gaver	(1993a,	1993b)	ini-
tially	formalized	this	idea	by	introducing	the	concepts	of	musical listening	(focus	on	
the	sound	itself)	and	everyday listening	(focus	on	the	properties	of	the	source).	By	
measuring auditory attributes,	we	therefore	mean	here	“providing	quantities	repre-
sentative	of	what	a	user	perceives.”

The	purpose	of	this	chapter	is	to	present	the	measurement	of	these	auditory	attri-
butes	 from	an	applied	perspective.	Some	of	 these	attributes	are	easily	understood	
(and	have	a	name)	and	have	been	studied	in	depth.	For	instance,	loudness,	pitch,	and	
duration	 are	 auditory	 attributes	 for	which	 experimental	methods,	 and	 even	math-
ematical	predictive	models,	are	easily	accessible.	Section	11.1	briefly	summarizes	
some	of	the	results	and	methods	associated	with	these	attributes.	Other	attributes	are	
less	 easily	 specified	 and	 often	 require	 metaphors	 from	 other	 sensory	 modalities	
to	be	described:	brightness	 (or	 sharpness),	 roughness,	fluctuation	strength,	and	so	
on.	In	Section	11.2,	we	present	more	specifically	the	methods	used	to	explore	these	
attributes.	Because	they	cannot	be	easily	and	unequivocally	specified	to	a	listener,	
these	attributes	require	indirect	and	multidimensional	methods	that	allow	explora-
tion	of	sound	perception.	Section	11.2	presents	several	families	of	methods:	semantic	
scales,	similarity	judgments	and	multidimensional	scaling,	sorting	tasks,	and	cluster	
analyses.	Section	11.3	presents	examples	of	applications	 in	sound	quality.	Finally,	
perspectives	in	the	realm	of	sonic	interaction	design	are	briefly	introduced.

11.1  Basic knowledge and methods

11.1.1  Peripheral auditory system

We	provide	here	a	broad	overview	of	 the	peripheral	auditory	system.*	For	a	more	
complete	description,	interested	readers	should	refer	to	Moore	(2003).

11.1.1.1  Description

The	human	peripheral	auditory	system	is	composed	of	three	parts:	the	outer	ear,	the	
middle	ear,	and	the	inner	ear.	The	outer ear	is	mainly	composed	of	the	pinna	and	the	
auditory	canal	between	the	pinna	and	the	eardrum.	The	outer	ear	amplifies	the	sound	
level	at	the	eardrum	for	frequencies	around	3	kHz.	The	middle ear,	composed	of	three	

*	 Animations	by	Prof.	Herbert	Hudde	 from	Bochum	University	can	be	 found	at	 the	 following	URL:	
http://www.ruhr-unibochum.de/ika/ika/forschung/gruppe_hudde/bohear_en.htm
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very	small	ossicles,	matches	impedance	between	the	air	in	the	auditory	canal	(outer	
ear)	and	the	fluids	in	the	cochlea	(inner	ear).	It	also	improves	sound	transmission	for	
frequencies	in	the	range	of	0.5–4	kHz.	From	a	psychoacoustical	point	of	view,	the	most	
important	part	of	the	inner ear	is	the	basilar	membrane	(BM)	that	can	be	considered	
as	a	“frequency	analyzer.”	An	incoming	sound	sets	in	motion	the	BM	with	a	maxi-
mum	displacement	at	a	certain	position	that	differs	according	to	the	frequency	of	the	
sound;	the	position	of	the	maximum	varies	from	the	beginning	(base)	of	the	BM	(oval	
window)	for	high	frequencies	to	the	end	(apex)	of	the	BM	for	low	frequencies.	The	
frequency	producing	a	maximum	of	displacement	on	the	BM	is	the	center	frequency	
of	a	bandpass	filter	for	that	position.	Because	different	fibers	of	the	auditory	nerve	are	
connected	to	different	positions	along	the	basilar	membrane,	the	frequency	selectiv-
ity	of	the	basilar	membrane	results	in	a	frequency	decomposition	of	the	sounds	in	the	
auditory	nerve.	The	frequency	selectivity	of	the	auditory	system	has	very	important	
consequences	for	audition.	Particularly,	the	“masking”	phenomenon	has	introduced	
the	concepts	of	critical	bands	(CB)	and	auditory	filters	and	has	resulted	in	a	model	
that	is	the	basis	for	the	computation	of	psychoacoustical	descriptors.

11.1.1.2  Masking, critical bands, and models

Fletcher	(1940)	introduced	the	concept	of	critical	bands	to	account	for	masking	phe-
nomena.	For	very	narrow	bands,	he	showed	that	the	threshold	of	detection	for	a	pure	
tone	increases	as	the	noise	bandwidth	increases.	After	a	certain	bandwidth,	increas-
ing	the	noise	bandwidth	no	longer	changes	the	tone	threshold.	Fletcher	assumed	that	
only	an	effective	part	of	the	noise	masker,	close	to	the	frequency	of	the	tone,	has	the	
power	to	mask	the	tone.	The	corresponding	frequency	region	is	the	critical band.	
Further	investigations	showed	that	a	model	consisting	of	a	bank	of	bandpass	filters,	
the	bandwidth	of	which	increases	with	the	center	frequency,	could	account	for	mask-
ing	 (Zwicker,	 1961;	Zwicker	&	Fastl,	 1972;	Moore	&	Glasberg,	 1983,	1990).	The	
shape	of	each	filter	is	asymmetric:	roll-off	is	sharp	for	frequencies	below	the	center	
frequency	(100	dB/octave)	and	smooth	for	frequencies	above	the	center	frequencies.	
The	steepness	of	the	roll-off	decreases	as	the	level	of	the	stimulus	increases.

There	are	several	models	of	these	filters.	Third-octave	bandpass	filters	can	roughly	
model	the	auditory	filters.	Fourth-octave	bandpass	filters	have	also	been	proposed	
and	shown	to	approximate	fairly	well	the	auditory	filters	except	for	low	frequencies	
(Hartmann,	1997).	A	more	complex	model	uses	 the	Gammatone	filters	(Patterson	
&	Holdsworth,	1991).	Finally,	based	on	this	concept	of	critical	bands,	several	scales	
have	been	proposed:	the	Bark scale	(Zwicker	&	Terhardt,	1980)	and	the	Equivalent 
Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) scale	(Moore	&	Glasberg,	1983).

11.1.1.3  Psychoacoustical descriptors

Models	of	the	auditory	system	based	on	critical	bands	are	used	to	compute	psycho-
acoustical	descriptors.	The	classical	psychoacoustical	descriptors	are	summarized	in	
Zwicker	and	Fastl	(1999)	and	Moore	(2003).
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The	descriptor	of	loudness	is	widespread.	Models	have	been	standardized:	ISO	
532-A	 (Stevens’	 model);	 ISO	 532-B	 for	 (Zwicker’s	 model).	 A	 BASIC	 program	 is	
also	available	in	Zwicker	(1984).	ANSI	S3.4-2005	is	a	revision	proposed	by	Moore	
and	 Glasberg	 (1996)	 and	 Moore,	 Glasberg,	 and	 Baer	 (1997).	 Corrections	 of	 this	
model	have	also	been	proposed	allowing	a	better	account	of	 impulsive	sounds	 in	
a	background	masking	noise	(Vos,	1998)	and	of	time-varying	sounds	(Glasberg	&	
Moore,	2002).	Another	descriptor	of	loudness	(Meunier,	Boulet,	&	Rabau,	2001)	has	
been	proposed	for	environmental	and	synthesized	impulsive	sounds.	The	loudness	
is	well	explained	by	a	combination	between	the	logarithm	of	the	release	time	and	
the	energy.

Psychoacoustical	descriptors	corresponding	to	other	auditory	attributes	are	also	
commonly	 used:	 spectral	 centroid	 and	 sharpness,	 roughness	 (Daniel	 and	 Weber,	
1997),	and	so	on	(see	Zwicker	&	Fastl,	1999,	and	Fastl,	1997,	for	summaries).	They	
have	 also	 been	 implemented	 in	 several	 commercial	 software	 packages:	 BAS	 and	
ArtemiS	by	Head	Acoustics,	dBSonic	by	01dB-Metravib,	PULSE	by	Brüel	&	Kjaer,	
and	 LEA	 by	 Genesis.	 The	 available	 descriptors	 that	 have	 been	 implemented	 are	
based	 on	 experimental	 results	 using	 abstract	 sounds,	 thus	 these	 psychoacoustical	
descriptors	sometimes	need	to	be	adapted	for	real	sounds	(see	the	work	by	Misdariis	
et	 al.,	 2010,	 on	 this	question).	Only	 the	 loudness	descriptors	have	been	 standard-
ized.	They	provide	reliable	results	for	stationary	sounds,	but	further	development	is	
needed	for	nonstationary	sounds.

11.1.2  Classical psychoacoustical methods

The	traditional	psychoacoustical	approach	is	unidimensional:	it	aims	to	establish	a	
quantitative	relationship	between	a	single	auditory	attribute	and	a	physical	property	
of	the	sound.

11.1.2.1  Indirect methods

11.1.2.1.1 Thresholds.	 The	 indirect	 method	 is	 based	 on	 the	 measurement	 of	
thresholds.	The	absolute threshold	is	the	minimum	detectable	level	of	a	sound.	For	
instance,	 for	 a	 pure	 tone	 it	 depends	 on	 the	 frequency	 of	 the	 tone.	 Under	 normal	
conditions,	a	young	listener	can	hear	frequencies	between	20	Hz	and	20	kHz.	For	
most	adults,	 the	 threshold	 increases	 rapidly	above	about	15	kHz.	The	differential 
threshold	or	difference limen	(DL)	is	the	smallest	change	in	a	sound	to	produce	a	
just-noticeable difference	(jnd)	in	the	related	auditory	attribute.

11.1.2.1.2 Confusion scaling.	 By	varying	a	physical	parameter	and	measuring	the	
DL	 for	 a	 given	 auditory	 attribute,	 a	 confusion	 scale	 for	 this	 attribute	 can	 be	 set.	
Assuming	that	all	DLs	correspond	to	equal	changes	of	the	auditory	attribute	(jnd),	
Fechner’s	law	(1860,	published	in	English	in	1966)	can	be	determined:

	 ψ	=	k	log	(ϕ)
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where	ψ	is	the	magnitude	of	the	auditory	attribute,	ϕ	is	the	physical	parameter,	and	
k	is	a	constant	specific	to	each	auditory	attribute.

11.1.2.2  Direct methods

Ratio scaling	is	a	direct	method	relying	on	the	ability	of	participants	to	make	numer-
ical	 judgments	of	 the	ratio	between	the	magnitudes	of	 their	sensations.	The	usual	
methods	are	magnitude estimation and	production.	For	magnitude	estimation,	the	
participants	 are	 required	 to	 assign	 a	 number	 proportional	 to	 their	 sensation	 (e.g.,	
loudness)	of	the	intensity	for	sounds	presented	at	different	levels.	For	the	magnitude	
production	method,	 the	participant	 is	 required	 in	 this	case	 to	adjust	 the	 level	of	a	
test	sound	to	a	specified	number	proportional	to	its	loudness.	The	relation	between	
the	expressed	sensation	(e.g.,	loudness)	using	such	methods	and	the	corresponding	
acoustical	values	(e.g.,	sound	pressure	level)	leads	to	the	well-known	psychophysical	
law,	Steven’s	law:

	 ψ	=	k	ϕα

where	ψ	is	the	magnitude	of	the	auditory	attribute,	ϕ	is	the	physical	parameter,	and	k	
and	α	are	constants	specific	to	each	auditory	attribute. For	instance,	for	the	loudness	
of	a	1-kHz	tone,	the	exponent	is	0.6:	a	10-dB	increase	leads	to	a	2-sone	increase.	For	
a	3-kHz	tone,	the	exponent	is	0.67.	Steven’s	law	for	loudness	has	led	to	the	derivation	
of	the	sone	scale.

The cross-modal matching method	was	proposed	by	S.	S.	Stevens	(1959).	The	task	
consists	 in	matching	 two	sensations	 (e.g.,	 loudness	and	muscular	 force	sensation),	
one	of	which	has	been	calibrated	beforehand	by	a	direct	estimation	method	(Stevens,	
1959).	The	matching	function	between	 the	sensations	 is	known	or	experimentally	
obtained.	Then	ratings	related	 to	 the	other	sensation	are	directly	deduced	by	way	
of	the	matching	function.	This	method	can	be	used	to	scale	the	loudness	of	time-
varying	sounds	(see	the	next	section).

11.1.3  Perspectives: Loudness of time-varying sounds

The	classical	psychoacoustical	methods	have	been	broadly	used	 to	 study	 the	per-
ception	of	short	and	stationary	sounds.	Everyday	sound	events	and	musical	pieces,	
however,	are	usually	nonstationary.	The	temporal	fluctuations	and	durations	(up	to	
20	minutes)	of	 such	nonstationary	sounds	do	not	allow	 the	use	of	classical	meth-
ods,	but	require	continuous	ratings	of	the	sounds.	The	participant	must	in	this	case	
respond	instantaneously	to	any	variation	of	the	sound.	The	methods	and	the	devices	
usually	proposed	can	be	sorted	into	five	categories.

	 1.	The	 method of continuous judgment using categories was	 proposed	 by	
Kuwano	and	Namba	(1978,	1985)	with	the	aim	of	studying	temporal	fluc-
tuations	of	the	level	of	urban	sounds.	In	this	procedure,	participants	judge	
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the	loudness	at	each	instant	using	a	response	box	with	seven	buttons	cor-
responding	to	seven	categories:	very,	very	loud–very	loud–loud–medium–
soft–very	soft–very,	very	soft.	This	process	is	applicable	to	long-duration	
stimuli,	because	the	task	is	not	difficult	and	participants	experience	little	
fatigue.	The	participants	modify	their	judgment	as	soon	as	they	perceive	a	
change	equivalent	to	the	distance	between	two	categories.	The	main	disad-
vantage	of	the	continuous	category	judgment	method	is	that	it	does	not	allow	
one	to	obtain	analogical	responses	as	a	function	of	the	signal	contour.

	 2.	The	audiovisual adjustment method	was	developed	by	Kuwano	and	Namba	
(1990).	In	this	method,	participants	express	their	judgment	by	continuously	
adjusting	 the	 length	 of	 a	 line	 with	 a	 cursor	 so	 that	 the	 length	 is	 propor-
tional	to	the	auditory	sensation.	The	main	problem	with	this	method	comes	
from	 the	 clipping	 or	 ceiling	 effect	 at	 the	 top	 end	 of	 the	 judgment	 scale,	
because	the	length	of	the	line	is	limited	(computer	screen,	sheet	of	paper,	
etc.).	To	get	around	this	limitation,	Kuwano	and	Namba	(1990)	elaborated	
a	device	with	which	the	line	presented	on	the	terminal	screen	is	projected	
on	 a	 large	 screen	with	 an	overhead	projector.	 In	 a	 similar	manner,	Fastl	
(1989,	1991)	performed	an	experiment	in	which	the	participant	judged	the	
instantaneous	 loudness	by	associating	 in	 real	 time	 the	displacement	of	 a	
potentiometer	on	a	mixing	table.	However,	this	device	provides	little	feed-
back	(aside	from	hand/arm	position)	to	the	user.

	 3.	The	 continuous cross-modal matching method	 proposed	 by	 Susini,	
McAdams,	and	Smith	(2002)	is	based	on	the	cross-modal	matching	method	
with	a	force-feedback	device.	The	participant	has	to	adjust	a	muscular	force	
sensation	to	the	perceived	loudness.	This	device	was	used	to	assess	1-kHz	
pure	 tones	 (Susini,	 McAdams,	 &	 Smith,	 2002),	 urban	 sound	 sequences	
(Susini	 &	 Maffiolo,	 1999),	 and	 sounds	 of	 accelerating	 cars	 (Susini	 &	
McAdams,	 2008).	 The	 method	 has	 proved	 to	 be	 a	 flexible	 experimental	
procedure	allowing	an	individual	calibration	of	the	device	as	a	function	of	
each	participant’s	perceptual	scale,	with	the	aim	of	avoiding	compression	or	
saturation	effects	in	the	responses.

	 4.	The	analog categorical scaling	proposed	by	Weber	(1991)	combines	the	
categorical	and	analogical	methods.	Participants	can	slide	a	cursor	con-
tinuously	along	five	discrete	categories	labeled	(for	example):	very	loud–
loud–medium–soft–very	 soft.	 The	 distance	 between	 each	 category	 is	
considered	as	equivalent.	This	method	has	been	widely	used:	for	loudness	
evaluation	of	variable-amplitude	sinusoidal	sounds	(Susini,	McAdams,	&	
Smith,	2002,	2007),	for	assessing	speech	quality	(Hansen	&	Kollmeier,	
1999;	 Gros	 &	 Chateau,	 2001),	 for	 assessing	 the	 comfort	 of	 an	 urban	
sequence	of	a	running	bus	(Parizet,	Hamzaoui,	Segaud,	&	Koch,	2003),	
and	for	brightness	ratings	of	various	sounds	(Hedberg	&	Jansson,	1998).

	 5.	The	 semantic scale used in real-time	 was	 introduced	 by	 several	 authors	
to	 study	 more	 complex	 auditory	 attributes	 than	 loudness,	 and	 more	 spe-
cifically	 to	 study	 real-time	emotional	 response	 to	music.	The	continuous	
response	 digital	 interface	 (CRDI)	 developed	 by	 Madsen	 (1996)	 allows	 a	
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continuous	tracking	of	temporal	variations	of	musical	works,	as	does	the	
two-	dimensional	 emotional	 space	 (2DES)	 proposed	 by	 Schubert	 (1996)	
with	 which	 musically	 evoked	 emotions	 are	 evaluated	 in	 real	 time	 in	 a	
two-dimensional	 semantic	 space.	 Several	 authors	 used	 continuous	 rating	
to	measure	emotional	 force	 in	music	pieces	 (Sloboda	&	Lehmann,	2001;	
McAdams,	Vines,	Vieillard,	Smith,	&	Reynolds,	2004).

11.2  Multidimensional and exploratory methods

It	is	not	always	easy	to	specify	an	auditory	attribute	a	priori.	Apart	from	pitch	and	
loudness,	very	few	words	are	specific	to	sound	or	easily	understood	by	nonspecial-
ists.	Therefore,	unidimensional	techniques	such	as	described	above	cannot	be	used	
to	measure	auditory	attributes	not	easily	communicated	to	participants,	or	those	that	
are	simply	unknown	to	the	experimenter.	This	section	reports	methods	to	explore	or	
measure	unspecified	auditory	attributes	and	more	generally	to	determine	the	psycho-
logical	aspects	of	sound	perceived	by	listeners.

11.2.1  Judgments on multiple semantic scales

The	use	of	multiple	semantic	scales	is	a	fruitful	technique	to	assess	different	psycho-
logical	aspects	of	sounds:	auditory	attributes	 (e.g.,	 loudness,	 roughness),	appraisal	
(e.g.,	preference),	emotional	response	(e.g.,	beauty,	arousal),	and	connotative	dimen-
sions	of	the	sound	source	(e.g.,	the	power	of	a	sports	car).

Semantic	scales	are	category	scales	defined	either	by	a	single	semantic	descrip-
tor	(unipolar	scale)	or	by	a	pair	of	antonymic	descriptors	(bipolar	scale).	The	scales	
usually	have	between	three	and	seven	categories.	It	is	usually	preferred	to	use	an	odd	
number	of	intervals	to	include	the	middle	point	of	the	scale.

11.2.1.1  Method and analysis

The	most	used	technique	is	the	semantic	differential	(SD).	Participants	are	asked	to	
judge	each	stimulus	directly	along	a	set	of	scales	labeled	with	two	opposed	semantic	
descriptors.	Usually	true	antonym	labels	are	used	(e.g.,	good–bad,	pure–rich,	etc.),	
but	alternatives	have	been	proposed	(e.g.,	good–not	good).

The	labels	of	the	scales	are	called	semantic descriptors.	The	ratings	of	a	stimulus	
on	the	different	semantic	scales	yield	a	multidimensional	representation	called	the	
semantic profile;	an	example	is	presented	in	Figure 11.1.	A	factor	analysis	can	com-
bine	semantic	scales	into	main	factors.	A	multiple	regression	analysis	can	highlight	
relationships	between	 factors	 corresponding	 to	cognitive	aspects	 (e.g.,	preference)	
and	factors	corresponding	to	auditory	attributes	(e.g.,	loudness,	roughness).	The	lat-
ter	factors	are	interpreted	by	looking	for	acoustical	or	psychoacoustical	descriptors	
that	are	correlated	with	them.	Each	semantic	descriptor	is	hypothesized	to	be	psy-
chologically	 relevant	 to	 the	whole	set	of	 stimuli	under	examination.	On	 the	other	
hand,	it	has	to	be	understood	by	the	participants	of	the	experiment.
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11.2.1.2  Examples of semantic scales used to describe sounds

Since	Solomon	(1958)	and	von	Bismarck	(1974),	the	semantic	differential	technique	
proposed	 by	 Osgood	 (1952)	 has	 been	 widely	 used	 in	 the	 realm	 of	 sound	 percep-
tion	to	describe	the	multidimensional	character	of	the	timbre	of	musical	instruments	
(Wedin	&	Goude,	1972;	Pratt	&	Doak,	1976;	Kendall	&	Carterette,	1992;	Stepánek,	
2006),	environmental	sounds	(Björk,	1985;	Zeitler	&	Hellbrück,	2001),	and	sound	
products,	 such	 as	 cars,	 vacuum	 cleaners,	 air	 conditioning	 noises,	 or	 refrigerators	
(Chouard	&	Hempel;	1999;	Kyncl	&	Jiricek,	2001;	Siekiersky,	Derquenne,	&	Martin,	
2001;	Jeon,	2006).

Typically,	results	from	the	different	studies	have	shown	that	the	set	of	semantic	
differentials	can	be	combined	into	three	or	four	main	factors	that	account	for	a	great	
deal	of	the	variance	in	the	judgments.	For	instance,	in	von	Bismarck’s	study	on	the	
timbre	of	synthetic	sounds,	 results	 revealed	four	 independent	scales:	“dull–sharp”	
(44%	 of	 the	 variance	 explained),	 “compact–scattered”	 (26%),	 “full–empty”	 (9%),	
and	“colorful–colorless”	(2%).	Only	the	scales	referring	to	sharpness	were	consid-
ered	as	candidates	 for	a	generally	usable	scale	 for	 the	measurement	of	 timbre.	 In	
Pratt	and	Doak	(1976),	three	scales	(“dull–bright”,	“pure–rich”,	“cold–warm”)	were	
selected	to	be	the	more	significant	descriptors	for	instrumental	timbres.	In	summary,	
results	from	different	studies	revealed	that	descriptors	related	to	sharpness	(“sharp,”	

Intrusive

Dully

Bright

Speed

Rough

Hard

Vol

Fluct

Hum_L

Hum_P

Whisp_L

Whisp_P

Figure 11.1 (See color insert.) Sensory	 profiles	 obtained	 for	 three	 air-conditioning	
noises	from	Siekierski,	Derquenne,	and	Martin	(2001).	Labels	of	 the	semantic descriptors	
are	 Intrusive,	 Dully,	 Brightness,	 Speed,	 Roughness,	 Hardness,	 Voluminous,	 Fluctuation,	
Humming,	Whispering.	The	letters	L	and	P	correspond	to	the	Level	and	Pitch,	respectively,	
of	the	whispering	(noise)	part	and	the	humming	(motor)	part.
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“bright,”	“metallic,”	or	at	the	opposite,	“dull,”	“muffled,”	“round”)	are	appropriate	to	
describe	the	most	salient	aspect	of	timbre.

Kuwano	 and	 Namba	 (2001)	 report	 three	 main	 factors	 (“powerful,”	 “metallic,”	
and	“pleasant”)	 that	had	consistently	been	extracted	 in	most	of	 their	 former	stud-
ies	of	sound	quality.	Furthermore,	the	semantic	descriptor	“powerful”	was	usually	
well	 correlated	 with	 computed	 loudness	 (Zwicker’s	 loudness	 level	 based	 on	 ISO	
532B),	and	 the	semantic	descriptor	“metallic”	was	well	correlated	with	computed	
sharpness.	 The	 “pleasant”	 factor	 was	 related	 to	 cognitive	 and	 cultural	 factors	 as	
well	as	to	physical	properties	of	sounds.	In	Zeitler	and	Hellbrück’s	study	(2001)	on	
environmental	 sounds,	 four	 factors	were	 linked,	 respectively,	 to	 a	 hedonic	 aspect	
(“ugly”–“beautiful”),	timbre	(“dark–light”),	power	(“weak–strong”),	and	rapid	tem-
poral	 variations	 (“unstable–stable”).	 The	 three	 latter	 factors	 were	 well	 correlated	
with	three	calculated	descriptors,	sharpness,	loudness,	and	roughness,	respectively.	
Results	from	other	studies	on	sounds	(speech	or	sonar	sounds)	are	quite	similar:	the	
most	important	factors	were	generally	interpreted	as	representing	loudness,	timbre	
(sharpness)	or	pitch,	and	an	overall	subjective	impression.

11.2.1.3  Prerequisites to use semantic scales

11.2.1.3.1 Controlling loudness, pitch, and duration.	 First,	 acoustical	 param-
eters	such	as	loudness	and	pitch,	as	well	as	variations	over	time,	strongly	affect	the	
perception	of	timbre.	To	study	auditory	attributes	independently	of	those	obvious	
parameters,	 it	 is	 therefore	recommended	to	control	 them	and	to	use	steady-state	
sounds,	equalized	in	loudness,	pitch*	and	duration.	This	statement	is	in	agreement	
with	 the	 current	 ANSI	 definition	 and	 summarized	 by	 Krumhansl	 (1989,	 p.	 44):	
timbre	 is	“the	way	in	which	musical	sounds	differ	once	 they	have	been	equated	
for	 pitch,	 loudness	 and	 duration.”	 Otherwise,	 it	 is	 recommended	 to	 ask	 partici-
pants	to	ignore	these	parameters,	following	the	proposal	by	Pratt	and	Doak	(1976),	
who	define	timbre	as	“that	attribute	of	auditory	sensation	whereby	a	listener	can	
judge	that	two	sounds	are	dissimilar	using	any	criteria	other	than	pitch,	loudness	
or	duration.”

11.2.1.3.2 Selecting an appropriate number of semantic scales.	 Second,	a	restricted	
number	of	semantic	pairs	suitable	for	describing	timbre	have	to	be	selected.	Indeed,	
the	 preselection	 of	 semantic	 descriptors	 by	 the	 experimenter	 may	 strongly	 affect	
the	results,	for	these	descriptors	may	not	necessarily	conform	with	those	a	partici-
pant	would	use	spontaneously.	For	instance,	Pratt	and	Doak	(1976)	investigated	(by	
a	 questionnaire)	 what	 were	 the	 most	 appropriate	 adjectives	 for	 describing	 timbre	
of	instruments	among	a	list	of	19	commonly	used	terms.	Seven	words	emerged	as	
favorites:	rich,	mellow,	colorful,	brilliant,	penetrating,	bright,	and	warm.	Similarly,	

*	 For	pitch,	this	can	be	done	as	for	loudness	by	an	adjustment	procedure	using	the	real-time	SuperVP	
software	program	based	on	the	phase	vocoder	technique;	it	is	then	possible	to	transpose,	stretch,	or	
shorten	sounds	in	real-time.
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in	von	Bismark	(1974),	participants	were	asked	to	rate	each	of	69	semantic	scales	in	
terms	of	their	suitability	for	describing	timbre.	Finally,	28	scales	were	considered	
as	representative.	However,	it	should	be	noted	that	in	von	Bismarck’s	study,	the	69	
scales	were	rated	independently	of	the	sound	selected	for	the	study	and	thus	may	not	
be	relevant	for	describing	the	perceptual	dimensions	of	these	sounds.

11.2.1.3.3 Selecting relevant descriptors.	 The	third	prerequisite	consists	in	asking	
participants	to	judge	the	relevance	of	the	semantic	descriptors	concerning	the	sounds	
used	in	the	study.	Faure	(2010)	gathered	a	set	of	semantic	descriptors	from	a	free	ver-
balization	experiment	on	12	musical	sounds.	They	were	used	to	build	semantic	scales.	
The	relevance	of	these	scales	was	then	judged	for	the	same	set	of	sounds.	Comparison	
between	the	relevance	judgments	of	the	scales	and	the	vocabulary	produced	sponta-
neously	showed	that	several	semantic	descriptors	that	were	spontaneously	produced	
(such	as	“strong”,	“loud”,	etc.)	were	not	considered	as	relevant	when	presented	with	
the	scales,	even	by	the	participants	who	produced	them.	Inversely,	several	semantic	
descriptors	that	were	rarely	used	spontaneously	were	judged	to	be	globally	relevant	
by	 the	 majority	 of	 participants	 (e.g.,	 “soft,”	 “muffled/dull	 sounding,”	 “metallic,”	
“nasal”).	In	another	study	(Kyncl	&	Jiricek,	2001),	participants	freely	described	six	
vacuum	cleaner	sounds.	Among	the	33	pairs	of	semantic	oppositions	obtained	from	
the	vocabulary	spontaneously	produced,	only	5	were	consistently	judged	as	relevant	
for	describing	the	sounds	(“fuzziness,”	“atypicality,”	“inefficiency,”	“loudness,”	and	
“pleasantness”).	These	studies	highlight	the	importance	of	judging	the	relevance	of	
descriptors	used	in	SD-scales	for	a	specific	corpus	of	sounds.

11.2.1.3.4 Defining the meaning of the scales.	 The	 fourth	prerequisite	concerns	
the	definition	of	the	scales.	Indeed,	it	is	crucial	that	the	participants	correctly	under-
stand	the	meaning	of	the	labels.	For	instance,	in	Faure	(2010),	the	stimuli	were	equal-
ized	in	loudness.	Surprisingly,	the	participants	spontaneously	used	the	word	“loud”	
to	 describe	 the	 sounds.	 Actually,	 the	 participants’	 comments	 revealed	 that	 they	
used	“loud”	to	describe	different	perceptions:	“strong	in	sonic	presence,	the	attack,”	
“evokes	the	power	and	persistence	of	the	sound.”	Similarly,	in	von	Bismarck	(1974),	
although	the	sounds	were	equalized	in	loudness,	participants	used	the	scale	“soft–
loud”	to	describe	attributes	other	than	loudness,	such	as	“unpleasant.”	Therefore,	the	
experiment	must	clearly	define	the	meaning	of	the	semantic	scales	to	eliminate	any	
risk	of	semantic	ambiguity.	Presenting	them	in	a	sentence	can	help	define	the	mean-
ing	of	the	descriptors.	For	instance	Parizet	and	Nosulenko	(1999)	showed	that	ratings	
of	internal	noises	of	vehicles	were	more	reliable	when	the	semantic	descriptors	were	
presented	in	a	sentence	than	when	presented	in	isolation.	Susini,	Houix,	Misdariis,	
Smith,	and	Langlois	(2009)	introduced	the	semantic	descriptor	“loud”	by	the	sen-
tence	 “The	 TV	 is	 too	 loud,	 we	 can’t	 have	 a	 discussion.”	 This	 sentence	 aimed	 at	
clearly	indicating	that	“loud”	referred	to	the	sound	level	and	not	the	unpleasantness.

In	addition	to	the	several	prerequisites	presented	above,	other	recommendations	
should	be	taken	into	consideration	when	using	the	SD-scale	technique	to	rate	a	cor-
pus	of	sounds.
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•	 Several	 studies	have	 shown	 that	 subjects	 feel	 uncertain	 in	giving	 ratings	
unless	they	can	refer	them	to	the	whole	sample	of	sounds.	Thus	the	entire	
range	of	sounds	has	to	be	presented	before	the	main	experiment,	and	par-
ticipants	must	be	instructed	to	use	the	full	range	of	the	scale.	In	addition,	it	
is	recommended	that	the	range	of	sensitivity	corresponding	to	each	seman-
tic	descriptor	of	the	selected	set	of	sounds	be	broad	enough.

•	 Many	studies	on	timbre	have	used	the	traditional	semantic	differential	para-
digm	 (e.g.,	 dull–sharp).	Bipolar	 adjective	pairs	 raise	 the	question	of	pre-
senting	the	right	antonym	labels	(is	dull	the	opposite	of	sharp	when	used	
to	describe	sounds?).	In	Chouard	and	Hempel	(1999),	clear	antonyms	were	
found	in	about	23%	of	the	cases	for	a	list	of	242	adjectives	produced	by	the	
participants	to	describe	interior	car	sounds.	Thus	an	important	problem	in	
the	use	of	bipolar	opposites	is	that	the	“opposite”	is	sometimes	unobtainable	
or	not	always	a	good	antipode.	To	solve	this	problem,	Kendall	and	Carterette	
(1992)	proposed	using	a	scale	bounded	by	an	attribute	and	its	negation	(e.g.,	
sharp–not	sharp)	to	rate	the	timbre	of	musical	sounds.	The	authors	termed	
this	method	verbal attribute magnitude estimation	(VAME),	because	the	
task	for	 the	participant	 is	 to	rate	 the	degree	 to	which	an	attribute	 is	pos-
sessed	by	a	stimulus.

•	 Finally,	we	recommend	presenting	the	whole	set	of	sounds	for	each	seman-
tic	 descriptor	 instead	 of	 the	 classical	 way	 consisting	 in	 presenting	 one	
sound	to	the	participant,	who	has	to	evaluate	it	on	the	whole	set	of	semantic	
descriptors.	In	a	study	by	Parizet	and	colleagues	(1999,	2005),	the	compari-
son	of	the	two	methods	showed	that	the	former	proved	to	be	more	accurate	
and	with	a	shorter	duration	than	the	classical	one,	because	listeners	were	
focused	on	one	semantic	descriptor	at	a	time	while	hearing	a	new	stimulus.	
In	addition,	to	measure	subject	reliability	or	accuracy,	random	presentation	
of	the	stimuli	can	be	repeated.	Cross-correlation	coefficients	are	calculated	
between	the	data	from	both	presentations	of	the	repeated	stimuli	to	com-
pute	subject	reliability.

11.2.2  Dissimilarity judgments and multidimensional scaling technique

Semantic	scales	compare	stimuli	along	dimensions	directly	described	semantically.	
It	is	therefore	possible	to	assess	various	psychological	aspects	of	a	corpus	of	sounds,	
ranging	from	elementary	auditory	attributes	to	cognitive	and	emotional	aspects.	The	
disadvantage	is	that	the	number	of	scales	is	often	too	high	and,	with	the	exception	
of	a	few	studies	mentioned	in	the	previous	section,	some	of	the	selected	semantic	
descriptors	are	not	perceptually	relevant	 to	 the	corpus	studied	and	are	sometimes	
redundant	in	relation	to	each	other.	However,	this	approach	is	appropriate	to	study	
the	perception	of	various	environmental	sounds,	as	long	as	several	prerequisites	are	
taken	into	account.

In	contrast,	the	multidimensional	scaling	technique	(MDS)	is	based	on	dissimi-
larity	ratings	and	thus	does	not	require	a	priori	assumptions	concerning	the	number	
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of	perceptual	dimensions	or	their	nature,	unlike	the	methods	that	use	ratings	along	
specified	dimensions.

11.2.2.1  MDS and auditory perception

The	 multidimensional	 scaling	 technique	 is	 a	 fruitful	 tool	 for	 studying	 perceptual	
relations	among	stimuli	and	 for	analyzing	 the	underlying	auditory	attributes	used	
by	the	participants	to	rate	the	perceived	similarity	between	two	sounds.	MDS	rep-
resents	 the	perceived	similarities	 in	a	 low-dimensional	Euclidean	space	(so-called	
perceptual space),	 so	 that	 the	 distances	 among	 the	 stimuli	 reflect	 the	 perceived	
similarities	 (see	McAdams,	Winsberg,	Donnadieu,	Soete,	&	Krimphoff,	1995,	 for	
a	review	of	the	different	MDS	algorithms).	Each	dimension	of	the	space	(so-called	
perceptual dimension)	is	assumed	to	correspond	to	a	perceptual	continuum	that	is	
common	to	the	whole	set	of	sounds.	It	is	also	assumed	that	each	dimension	can	be	
well	explained	by	an	acoustic	parameter	or	a	psychoacoustical	descriptor.	In	other	
words,	the	MDS	technique	is	appropriate	for	describing	sounds	that	are	comparable	
along	continuous	auditory	attributes,	which	means	that	it	is	appropriate	for	studying	
homogeneous	corpora	of	sounds,	that	is,	those	made	of	sounds	produced	by	the	same	
type	of	source.

11.2.2.2  Method and analysis

Participants	rate	the	perceived	dissimilarity	between	each	pair	of	sounds	under	con-
sideration,	 that	 is,	N(N	–	1)/2	 ratings	 for	N	 stimuli,	on	a	continuous	scale	 labeled	
“Very	Similar”	at	the	left	end	and	“Very	Dissimilar”	at	the	right	end.	Then,	the	dis-
similarities	are	modeled	as	distances	in	a	Euclidean	space	of	R	dimensions	expected	
to	be	the	most	relevant	perceptual	dimensions	shared	by	the	sounds.	In	the	percep-
tual	 space,	 a	 large	 dissimilarity	 is	 represented	 by	 a	 large	 distance.	 The	 final	 and	
the	most	difficult	part	of	 this	approach	 lies	 in	matching	perceptual	dimensions	 to	
acoustical	or	psychoacoustical	descriptors.

11.2.2.3  Example of MDS studies to describe timbre of musical sounds

Many	researchers	have	applied	the	MDS	technique	to	characterize	 the	perceptual	
dimensions	of	sounds,	since	the	seminal	studies	by	Peters	(1960)	and	Plomp	(1970).	
Peters	(1960)	started	to	apply	the	MDS	technique	to	a	corpus	of	sounds	with	a	known	
dimensionality	(16	pure	tones	composed	of	4	frequencies	at	4	sound	pressure	levels:	
the	acoustical	dimensionality	is	therefore	2).	The	analysis	of	the	dissimilarity	judg-
ments	from	39	participants	successfully	highlighted	the	two	expected	auditory	attri-
butes:	pitch	and	loudness.	He	therefore	concluded	that	the	MDS	technique	might	be	
useful	to	explore	sets	of	sounds	the	auditory	attributes	of	which	would	be	unknown.	
To	 test	 this	 idea,	 he	 applied	 the	 technique	 to	 other	 corpora	 of	 sounds,	 for	 which	
the	salient	auditory	attributes	were	unknown	(synthetic	complex	sounds	and	speech	
sounds).	The	results	were	less	easily	interpretable	(he	found	between	three	and	six	
dimensions	for	the	complex	sounds).	But	compared	to	what	he	obtained	with	more	
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traditional	approaches	(free	verbal	description,	partition	scaling,	magnitude	estima-
tion),	 he	 concluded	 that	 “the	 most	 promising	 approach	 for	 the	 isolation	 and	 defi-
nition	of	perceptual	dimensions	of	complex	sounds	was	 the	MDS	model”	 (p.	52).	
Plomp	(1970)	applied	MDS	to	sets	of	musical	sounds,	which	yielded	three	orthogo-
nal	dimensions.

Since	 then,	 several	 psychoacoustical	 studies	 using	 MDS	 have	 shown	 clearly	
that	 musical	 timbre	 is	 a	 multidimensional	 attribute.	 Grey	 (1977)	 identified	 three	
salient	 dimensions	 shared	 by	 a	 corpus	 of	 musical	 sounds.	 Using	 a	 refinement	 of	
the	classical	MDS	technique	(EXSCAL,	developed	by	Winsberg	&	Carroll,	1989),	
Krumhansl	(1989)	also	found	a	space	with	three	dimensions	shared	by	a	corpus	of	
synthesized	musical	 sounds	 (winds,	 bowed	 string,	 plucked	 strings,	mallet	 percus-
sion).	The	same	set	of	sounds	was	analyzed	by	McAdams,	Winsberg,	Donnadieu,	
Soete,	and	Krimphoff	(1995),	who	also	found	a	3-D	space.	The	first	dimension	of	
the	perceptual	space	was	correlated	with	the	centroid	of	the	amplitude	spectrum.	It	
has	generally	been	 reported	 to	correspond	 to	 the	 semantic	descriptors	“metallic,”	
“sharp,”	or	“brilliant.”	The	second	dimension	was	correlated	with	the	logarithm	of	
the	attack	time	of	the	amplitude	envelope,	and	corresponds	to	the	semantic	descrip-
tors	“fast-slow	attack,”	“resonant,”	or	“dry.”	The	third	dimension	was	correlated	with	
the	spectral	 irregularity	(logarithm	of	 the	spectral	deviation	of	component	ampli-
tudes	from	a	global	spectral	envelope	derived	from	a	running	mean	of	the	amplitudes	
of	three	adjacent	harmonics)	or	the	spectral	flux	(average	of	the	correlations	between	
amplitude	spectra	in	adjacent	time	windows).

11.2.2.4  Prerequisites for using MDS to study auditory perception

11.2.2.4.1 Controlling loudness, pitch, and duration.	 It	is	important	to	emphasize	
that	the	musical	sounds	used	in	the	studies	previously	mentioned	were	equalized	in	
pitch,	subjective	duration,	and	loudness,	so	that	ratings	would	only	concern	the	dif-
ferences	in	timbre.	Indeed,	certain	auditory	attributes,	such	as	loudness,	might	domi-
nate	and	overpower	less	salient	ones,	as	mentioned	in	Section	11.2.1.3	for	semantic	
scales.	Two	sounds	that	differ	mainly	in	terms	of	loudness	will	be	judged	obviously	
different	according	to	this	dimension,	with	little	contribution	from	other	dimensions	
of	variation	being	taken	into	account.

11.2.2.4.2 Selecting a homogeneous corpus of sounds.	 As	mentioned	earlier,	MDS	
is	hypothesized	to	represent	a	corpus	of	sounds	by	a	limited	number	of	continuous	
auditory	dimensions	that	are	common	to	all	the	sounds.	That	means	the	corpus	has	to	
be	composed	of	homogeneous	sound	objects	(sounds	produced	by	the	same	type	of	
object	or	stimuli	that	sound	rather	similar,	e.g.,	a	class	of	car	sounds)	in	order	to	avoid	
a	perceptual	structure	that	is	strongly	categorical	for	which	the	MDS	approach	is	not	
adapted	(see	next	section).	A	cluster	analysis	on	the	similarity	ratings	can	reveal	the	
degree	of	homogeneity	of	the	sound	corpus.	If	the	tree	structure	obtained	reveals	a	
strong	categorization	of	the	corpus,	it	is	advisable	to	determine	which	categories	best	
represent	the	objectives	of	the	study	in	order	to	obtain	appropriate	stimuli.
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11.2.2.4.3 Limiting the number of sounds.	 As	participants	may	become	fatigued	
or	 lose	motivation	over	 time,	 application	of	 the	MDS	 technique	 is	 restricted	 to	 a	
rather	small	number	of	sounds	(more	or	 less	20	well-chosen	sounds),	because	 the	
number	of	pairs	(N(N	–	1)/2)	grows	rapidly	with	the	number	of	sounds	(N).	Thus	a	
preliminary	categorization	experiment	may	be	advisable	in	order	to	select	the	most	
representative	sounds	(see	Susini,	McAdams,	Winsberg,	Perry,	Vieillard,	&	Rodet,	
2004).	Another	possibility	to	avoid	being	confined	to	a	small	number	of	stimuli	is	
to	use	sorting	tasks.	Indeed,	the	validity	of	using	sorting	tasks	for	sounds	instead	of	
paired	comparisons	has	been	tested	and	shown	to	be	effective	with	two	different	sets	
of	auditory	stimuli	(Bonebright,	1996).	However,	further	tests	have	to	be	performed	
in	order	to	confirm	the	validity	for	collecting	data	using	sorting	tasks.

11.2.2.4.4 Collecting information from participants.	 Once	 the	 perceptual	 con-
figuration	 is	 obtained,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 identify	 the	 perceptual	 meaning	 of	 each	
dimension	or	even	to	label	the	dimensions	using	semantic	descriptors,	and	also,	to	
give	a	physical	interpretation	by	establishing	systematic	relations	between	the	stimu-
lus	characteristics	and	their	locations	in	the	space.	Knowledge	and	familiarity	with	
the	sound	corpus	and	perceptually	relevant	acoustic	parameters	are	thus	necessary	
in	order	to	characterize	the	dimensions	of	the	space	objectively.	Another	option	is	
to	directly	ask	the	participants	to	describe	which	sensation	they	attended	to	while	
judging	the	dissimilarities.

11.2.3 Sorting tasks

The	MDS	 technique	 is	not	 appropriate	 for	 sets	of	 sounds	 caused	by	very	differ-
ent	 and	 obviously	 identified	 sources.	 For	 instance,	 Susini,	 Misdariis,	 McAdams,	
&	 Winsberg	 (1998)	 applied	 an	 MDS	 analysis	 to	 an	 extremely	 heterogeneous	 set	
of	environmental	sounds	(trains,	cars,	and	planes).	The	analysis	yielded	a	strongly	
categorical	perceptual	structure:	listeners	identified	the	sound	sources	rather	than	
comparing	them	along	continuous	dimensions.	Therefore,	this	predominant	cogni-
tive	factor—recognition,	classification,	and	identification	of	the	sound	source	(see	
McAdams,	1993)—violated	 the	assumption	of	underlying	continuous	dimensions	
required	by	 the	MDS	technique.	 In	 this	case,	other	experimental	approaches	are	
needed	and,	particularly,	the	sorting	tasks.

11.2.3.1  Sorting task, categorization, and auditory cognition

Sorting	tasks	are	very	commonly	used	in	cognitive	psychology	to	address	the	ques-
tions	 of	 identification	 and	 categorization	 of	 sound	 sources.	 These	 questions	 are	
tightly	bound:	 identifying	 the	source	of	sound	can	be	viewed	as	connecting	audi-
tory	perception	to	concepts,	and	concepts	to	language,	in	a	bidirectional	relationship	
(McAdams,	1993;	Goldstone	&	Kersten,	2003).	Several	approaches	to	the	organiza-
tion	and	processing	of	concepts	and	categories	have	been	developed	(see	Goldstone	
&	Kersten,	2003,	or	Komatsu,	1992	for	a	review).	Before	presenting	the	technical	
procedure	of	sorting	tasks,	we	briefly	recall	the	general	principles	of	the	prototypical	
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approach	to	categorization	developed	by	Rosch	(1978),	which	is	very	often	used	as	
an	underlying	framework	in	sorting	tasks.	This	approach	is	based	on	the	notion	of	
similarity	and	is	therefore	well	adapted	to	account	for	perceptual	concepts	such	as	
those	used	to	describe	sounds.

Rosch’s	approach	to	categorization	relies	on	two	principles.	First	categorization	
is	based	on	the	cognitive economy	principle:	categories	allow	organisms	to	handle	
the	infinite	number	of	stimuli	by	treating	them	as	equivalent	when	the	differentia-
tion	is	irrelevant	for	the	purpose	at	hand.	The	second	principle	is	that	the world has 
structure.	Categorization	of	the	world	is	thus	not	arbitrary,	but	relies	on	its	perceived	
structure	(Rosch,	Mervis,	Gray,	Johnson,	&	Boyes-Braem,	1976).

Two	concepts	are	often	borrowed	from	Rosch’s	work:	first,	Rosch	and	her	col-
leagues	have	experimentally	identified	three	levels	in	taxonomies	of	objects:

•	 The	base	level:	items	in	these	categories	share	many	elements	in	common.
•	 The	superordinate	level:	this	level	is	more	inclusive	than	the	base	level,	but	

items	in	the	categories	at	this	level	share	fewer	elements	in	common.
•	 The	subordinate	level:	items	in	the	categories	at	this	level	share	many	ele-

ments	in	common,	but	the	classes	are	less	inclusive.

Second,	Rosch	has	introduced	the	notion	of	analog	category	membership:	catego-
ries	are	internally	structured	into	a	prototype	and	nonprototype	members.	For	these	
latter	members,	there	is	a	gradient	of	category membership	(Rosch	et	al.,	1978).

11.2.3.2  Method and analysis

In	a	sorting task,	listeners	are	required	to	sort	a	set	of	sounds	and	to	group	them	into	
classes.	When	the	experimenter	does	not	specify	any	specific	criteria	that	the	listen-
ers	have	to	use,	the	task	is	called	a free-sorting task.	Usually,	the	listeners	are	also	
required	to	indicate	the	meaning	of	each	class.*	Sometimes,	the	listeners	also	have	to	
select	a	prototype	in	each	category	(the	most	representative	member).

Technically,	because	personal	computers	are	widespread	in	the	lab,†	 the	proce-
dure	amounts	to	providing	the	listeners	with	an	interface	allowing	them	to	listen	to	
the	sounds	by	clicking	on	icons	and	moving	the	icons	so	as	to	form	groups.

To	analyze	the	results,	the	partition	of	the	sounds	created	by	each	listener	is	coded	
in	an	incidence matrix	(in	the	matrix,	0	indicates	that	two	sounds	were	in	separate	
groups	and	1	 that	 they	were	 in	 the	 same	group).	A	co-occurrence	matrix	 is	 then	
obtained	by	summing	the	incidence	matrices,	which	can	be	interpreted	as	a	proxim-
ity	matrix	(Kruskal	&	Wish,	1978).	Therefore,	as	with	dissimilarity	ratings,	sorting	
tasks	 result	 in	estimating	 similarities	between	 the	 sounds.	However,	 the	 structure	
of	these	data	might	be	different	depending	on	the	procedure.	For	instance,	Aldrich,	

*	 A	classification	of	the	sounds	is	the	result	of	a	sorting	task.	“Categories	are	equivalence	classes	of	
different	(i.e.,	discriminable)	entities	and	categorization	is	the	ability	to	form	such	categories	and	treat	
discriminable	entities	as	members	of	an	equivalence	class”	(Sloutsky,	2003,	p.	246).

†	 Things	were	rather	more	complicated	without	computers;	see	Vanderveer	(1979).
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Hellier,	and	Edworthy	(2009)	showed	that	dissimilarity	ratings	encouraged	partici-
pants	 to	use	acoustical	 information,	whereas	a	free-sorting	procedure	emphasized	
categorical	 information.	 Different	 techniques	 are	 available	 to	 visualize	 the	 prox-
imity	data.	When	the	data	follow	the	triangular	inequality,	but	not	the	ultrametric	
inequality,*	they	are	best	represented	in	a	low-dimensional	geometrical	space	(e.g.,	
by	using	MDS).	When	they	also	follow	the	ultrametric	inequality,	they	are	best	rep-
resented	in	a	tree	representation	(Legendre	&	Legendre,	1998).	Cluster	analyses	cre-
ate	such	representations.	The	most	popular	tree	representation	is	 the	dendrogram.	
It	consists	in	representing	the	data	in	a	hierarchical	tree.	In	such	a	tree,	the	leaves	
represent	the	sounds,	and	the	height	of	the	node	that	links	two	leaves	represents	the	
distance	between	the	two	sounds.	The	representation	is	hierarchical,	well	suited	to	
represent	class	inclusion,	and	therefore	fits	well	with	Rosch’s	framework.

11.2.3.3  Examples of urban soundscape categorization

Sorting	tasks	have	been	largely	used	to	study	the	categorization	of	everyday	sounds	
and	 soundscapes†	 (Guyot,	 1996;	Guyot,	Castellengo,	&	Fabre,	 1997;	Vogel,	 1999;	
Maffiolo,	 Dubois,	 David,	 Castellengo,	 &	 Polack,	 1998;	 Guastavino,	 2007;	 see	
Schulte-Fortkamp	&	Dubois,	2006,	for	a	review	of	recent	advances).

More	recently,	Tardieu,	Susini,	Poisson,	Lazareff,	and	McAdams	(2008)	conducted	
an	experiment	 that	aimed	 to	highlight	 the	different	 types	of	auditory	 information	
that	are	perceived	in	the	soundscapes	of	train	stations.	The	goal	was	also	to	deter-
mine	the	information	that	participants	used	in	the	recognition	of	the	space	typology.	
Sixty-six	soundscape	samples	were	presented	to	participants	in	a	free-categorization	
task	with	verbalization.	The	results	showed	that	the	listeners	grouped	together	the	
samples	into	eight	global	categories.	Further	analysis	aimed	to	explain	the	categories	
on	the	basis	of	the	free	verbalizations.	Each	verbalization	was	reduced	to	the	words	
that	contained	a	descriptive	meaning.	For	example,	 the	 text	“I	have	grouped	here	
the	sequences	that	took	place	in	a	ticket	office.	We	clearly	hear	people	talking	about	
price	and	 ticket”	 is	 reduced	 to	 the	words	“ticket	office,	clearly	hear,	people,	 talk-
ing	about	price.”	This	reduction	was	made	with	the	help	of	the	software	LEXICO	
(2003),	which	automatically	counts	every	word	in	a	text.	Then,	words	are	grouped	
into	 semantic	 fields	 that	 are	 deduced	 from	 the	verbal	 descriptions.	 Five	 semantic	
fields	 were	 deduced	 (Figure  11.2):	 sound	 sources	 (e.g.,	 trains,	 departure	 boards,	
ticket-punching	machines,	whistle,	etc.),	human	activities	(e.g.,	conversations,	steps,	

*	 The	triangular	inequality	states	that	for	any	three	points	A,	B,	and	C,	d(A,C)	≥	d(A,B)	+	d(B,C),	where	
d	is	the	distance	between	the	two	points.	In	a	Euclidean	space,	the	length	of	any	side	of	a	triangle	can-
not	be	greater	than	the	sum	of	the	other	two	sides.	In	an	ultrametric	space,	this	inequality	is	replaced	
by	d(A,C)	≤	max{d(A,	B),	d(B,	C)}.	In	this	kind	of	space,	any	given	side	must	be	less	than	or	equal	to	
the	longer	of	the	other	two	sides.	Note	that	this	is	less	constraining	than	the	Euclidean	case.	The	ultra-
metric	inequality	is	to	most	forms	of	hierarchical	clustering	what	the	triangle	inequality	is	to	two-way	
multidimensional	scaling.

†	 The	term	“soundscape”	was	introduced	in	the	late	1970s	by	the	Canadian	composer	R.	Murray	Schafer	
(1977),	who	defined	soundscape	as	the	auditory	equivalent	to	landscape.	Beside	Schafer’s	project,	the	
term	soundscape	perception	is	used	in	a	scientific	context	to	characterize	how	inhabitants	perceive,	
experience,	and	appraise	their	sonic	environment.
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transaction,	departure,	etc.),	room	effect	(e.g.,	reverberation,	confined,	exterior/inte-
rior,	etc.),	type	of	space	(e.g.,	waiting	room,	platforms,	halls,	etc.),	and	personal	judg-
ment	(e.g.,	annoying,	pleasant,	beautiful,	musical,	etc.).

11.2.3.4  Prerequisites for using sorting tasks

The	sorting	task	is	very	intuitive	for	the	listeners,	and,	in	the	case	of	the	free-sorting	
task,	has	the	great	advantage	of	leaving	the	listeners	free	to	arrange	the	sounds	as	
they	wish.	Contrary	 to	dissimilarity	ratings,	a	 large	number	of	 the	sounds	can	be	
handled	by	the	listeners	in	a	session.

11.2.3.4.1 Considering a large number of existing sounds.	 It	 is	 possible	 with	
sorting	tasks	to	test	many	existing	sounds	that	are	representative	of	the	variety	of	
sounds	under	consideration.	For	instance	74	environmental	sounds	were	presented	
in	Bonebright’s	study	(2001),	150	recorded	sound	effects	in	Scavone,	Lakatos,	and	
Harbke’s	study	(2002),	48	alarm	sounds	in	Susini,	Gaudibert,	Deruty,	and	Dandrel’s	
study	(2003),	and	66	train	station	soundscapes	in	Tardieu	et	al.’s	study	(2008).

11.2.3.4.2 Collecting information on the type of similarities used for each cate-
gory.	 From	a	practical	point	of	view,	contrary	to	the	MDS	approach,	categorization	
tasks	are	well	adapted	to	describe	perceptually	heterogeneous	corpora	of	sounds	and	
to	reveal	different	levels	of	similarities	between	the	sounds.	However,	great	care	has	
to	be	taken	when	analyzing	the	categories	because	the	type	of	similarities	used	by	the	
participants	may	vary	from	one	category	to	another,	depending	on	the	difficulty	in	
identifying	the	sounds	and	on	the	expertise	of	the	participants	(more	or	less	skill	with	
sound	evaluation).	Indeed,	three	types	of	similarities	have	been	identified	(Lemaitre	
et	al.,	2010),	based	on	acoustical	properties	(loudness,	roughness,	intensity	fluctua-
tions,	etc.),	identified	physical	interactions	causing	the	sound	(impact	sound	on	glass,	
rattle	sound	on	metal,	sound	effect,	etc.)	and	meanings	associated	with	the	identified	
sound	sources	(sounds	of	breakfast,	sounds	that	remind	one	of	childhood,	etc.).

11.2.3.4.3 Selecting the type of similarities.	 Semantic	analyses	of	the	verbal	descrip-
tions	of	the	categories	provide	rich	insights	that	reveal,	on	the	one	hand,	the	strategy	
used	by	the	participants	to	form	the	categories,	and	on	the	other	hand,	the	type	of	
information	used.	However,	semantic	analyses	are	often	time	consuming	and	have	to	
be	done	rigorously	by	experts.	Lemaitre	et	al.	(2010)	proposed	an	alternative,	which	
consists	of	asking	the	participants	to	rate	for	each	category	which	type	of	similarity	
(acoustical,	causal,	semantic)	they	had	used.	The	results	may	help	the	experimenter	to	
understand	the	level	of	the	perceptual	structures	underlying	each	category.

11.3  Application: Sound quality of environmental sounds

The	quality	of	the	acoustic	environment	is	currently	an	important	issue.	Efforts	are	
being	made	 to	account	 for	 the	annoyance	caused	by	noises	 (Guski,	1997).	At	 the	
same	time,	designers	are	seeking	to	improve	the	sound	quality	of	industrial	products.	
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The	idea	of	sound	quality	has	emerged	relatively	recently.	It	refers	to	the	fact	that	the	
sounds	produced	by	an	object	or	product	are	not	only	annoying	or	unpleasant,	but	are	
also	a	way	for	people	to	interact	with	an	object.	In	the	case	of	industrial	products,	it	is	
therefore	of	major	importance	to	design	sounds	to	meet	consumer	expectations.

Since	the	beginning	of	the	1990s,	sound	quality	has	been	conceived	of	mainly	in	
the	paradigm	of	psychoacoustics.	This	has	led	to	the	design	of	experimental	meth-
ods	and	auditory	descriptors	 relevant	 to	 sound	quality.	For	 instance,	Zwicker	and	
Fastl	(1999)	asked	participants	to	rate	pleasantness	on	a	unidimensional	scale	(e.g.,	
ratio	 scale).	 Then	 the	 pleasantness	 scores	 were	 correlated	 with	 psychoacoustical	
descriptors.	 Ellermeier,	 Mader,	 and	 Daniel	 (2004)	 gathered	 preference	 judgments	
of	 environmental	 sounds	using	a	2AFC	 (two	alternative	 forced	choice)	procedure	
and	analyzed	them	using	the	BTL	technique	(Bradley–Terry–Luce).	This	technique	
represented	the	perceived	unpleasantness	on	a	ratio	scale.	The	unpleasantness	scores	
were	then	predicted	by	a	linear	combination	of	psychoacoustic	descriptors	(rough-
ness	 and	 sharpness).	 The	 semantic	 differential	 technique	 is	 also	 used	 to	 evaluate	
sound	quality.	It	has	been	largely	used	for	cars	(Bisping,	1997;	Chouard	&	Hemepl,	
1999),	vacuum	cleaners	(Ih	et	al.,	2002),	and	refrigerators	(Jeon,	2006).	However,	as	
noted	in	Section	11.2.3.1,	defining	the	appropriate	semantic	descriptors	of	the	scales	
must	be	done	carefully.

Most	of	the	studies	use	psychoacoustical	descriptors	(loudness,	roughness,	etc.)	
to	explain	unpleasantness	scores	or	semantic	ratings.	These	descriptors	are	currently	
included	in	most	sound	quality	software	packages,	yet	they	are	not	always	adapted	to	
describing	all	kinds	of	everyday	sounds.	Indeed,	it	appears	that	relevant	perceptual	
dimensions	are	different	from	one	study	to	another	according	to	the	corpus	of	sounds	
under	consideration.	Therefore,	there	are	no	“universal”	acoustical	or	psychoacousti-
cal	descriptors	that	can	be	used	to	measure	relevant	auditory	attributes	for	all	catego-
ries	of	environmental	sounds,	and	which	would	thus	provide	the	same	effect	on	the	
sound	quality	of	any	product.

11.3.1  Application of the MDS technique to describe 
environmental sounds

A	crucial	aspect	for	the	research	in	sound	quality	is	to	determine	the	relevant	audi-
tory	 attributes	 related	 to	 a	 specific	 family	 of	 environmental	 sounds.	 The	 MDS	
technique	has	been	shown	to	be	a	fruitful	tool	for	revealing	and	characterizing	the	
unknown	perceptual	dimensions	underlying	the	timbre	of	musical	sounds.	During	
the	last	decade,	the	MDS	technique	has	been	successfully	applied	to	different	kinds	
of	environmental	sounds:	everyday	sounds	(Bonebright,	2001),	interior	car	sounds	
(Susini,	McAdams,	and	Smith,	1997),	air-conditioning	noises	(Susini	et	al.,	2004),	
car	 door	 closing	 sounds	 (Parizet,	 Guyader,	 and	 Nosulenko,	 2006),	 and	 car	 horn	
sounds	(Lemaitre,	Susini,	Winsberg,	McAdams,	and	Letinturier,	2007).	For	all	the	
mentioned	studies,	MDS	analyses	led	to	3-D	perceptual	spaces	(Figure 11.3	pres-
ents	the	3-D	space	obtained	for	car	sounds)	and	all	the	dimensions	except	one	were	
described	by	different	acoustical	parameters.
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The	 spectral	 centroid*	 is	 the	 acoustical	 descriptor	 shared	 by	 all	 the	 percep-
tual	spaces	 related	 to	environmental	sounds.	Therefore,	 this	descriptor	appears	 to	
describe	musical	sounds	as	well	as	environmental	sounds	and	is	related	to	the	seman-
tic	descriptors	“metallic,”	“sharp,”	or	“brilliant.”	Aside	from	the	spectral	centroid,	
no	universal	auditory	attributes	exist	to	characterize	the	timbre	of	any	sound,	and	
an	inventory	of	the	different	salient	auditory	attributes	to	describe	the	different	fam-
ily	of	sounds	is	needed.	A	meta-analysis	of	10	published	timbre	spaces	conducted	
by	McAdams,	Giordano,	Susini,	Peeters,	and	Rioux	(2006)	using	multidimensional	
scaling	 analyses	 (CLASCAL)	 of	 dissimilarity	 ratings	 on	 recorded,	 resynthesized	
or	synthesized	musical	instrument	tones,	revealed	four	primary	classes	of	descrip-
tors:	 spectral	 centroid,	 spectral	 spread,	 spectral	 deviation,	 and	 temporal	 envelope	
(effective	duration/attack	time).

*	 The	spectral	centroid	is	the	weighted	mean	frequency	of	the	spectrum	of	the	signal;	each	partial	tone	is	
weighted	by	its	corresponding	amplitude.	The	calculation	of	this	feature	can	be	more	or	less	complex	
(see	the	work	by	Misdariis	et	al.,	2010),	but	the	basic	expression	is:
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Figure 11.3 (See color insert.) Three-dimensional	 space	 for	 car	 sounds:	 dimension	 I	 is	
explained	by	 the	energy	 ratio	between	 the	harmonic	and	noisy	parts,	dimension	 II	by	 the	
spectral	centroid,	and	dimension	III	by	the	decrease	in	the	spectral	envelope.
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11.3.2  A general framework for sound quality

In	a	more	general	framework,	the	MDS	technique	may	be	combined	with	another	
approach	based	on	a	semantic	study	of	 the	corpus	of	sounds	under	consideration,	
in	order	to	map	preference	judgments	onto	both	relevant	objective	descriptors	and	
appropriate	 semantic	 descriptors.	 Figure  11.4	 presents	 the	 framework	 of	 the	 dif-
ferent	 stages	 of	 these	 related	 approaches.	 This	 general	 framework	 was	 applied	
using	air-conditioning	noises	as	an	example	in	a	three-part	study	by	Susini,	Perry,	
Winsberg,	Vieillard,	McAdams,	and	Winsberg	(2001),	Siekierski	et	al.	(2001),	and	
Junker,	Susini,	and	Cellard	(2001).

The	first	step	consists	in	determining	the	perceptual	space	using	the	MDS	tech-
nique.	 Then,	 in	 a	 second	 step,	 the	 acoustical	 descriptors	 that	 are	 correlated	 with	
the	positions	of	 the	sounds	along	 the	perceptual	dimensions	are	determined.	 In	a	
parallel	third	step,	the	sounds	are	verbally	described	through	a	descriptive	analysis	
that	involves	a	small	number	of	trained	listeners.	This	step	provides	a	list	of	selected	
semantic	descriptors—which	will	be	used	to	define	relevant	semantic	scales—and	
a	verbal	description	of	 the	auditory	cues	used	by	 the	participants	 to	compare	 the	
sounds	 in	order	 to	guide	 the	 research	of	 the	objective	descriptors	correlated	with	
the	auditory	dimensions	obtained	in	the	previous	stage.	In	the	last	step,	participants	
rate	 their	 preference	 (or	 annoyance)	 of	 the	 sounds.	 The	 degree	 of	 preference	 (or,	
inversely,	annoyance)	associated	with	each	sound	is	related	to	a	function	of	the	sig-
nificant	objective	descriptors	on	the	one	hand,	and	the	semantic	descriptors	on	the	
other.	The	advantage	of	this	global	approach	is	that	it	does	not	limit	the	exploration	
and	characterization	of	the	components	of	sound	quality	to	acoustical	and	semantic	
descriptors	that	are	already	known.	It	provides	a	method	for	finding	new	objective	

Semantic description

Relevant objective descriptors ( 1,   2,  …)

Acoustical descriptionMultidimensional description

Relevant auditory dimensions

Pref

Preference judgments ( 1,    2, …), (S1, S2, …) S2

S1

2

1

Description of the auditory
cues used to compare the

sounds

Relevant semantic
descriptors (S1, S2, …)

Figure 11.4 Framework	for	a	global	sound	quality	approach,	involving	multidimensional,	
acoustical,	and	semantic	descriptions	combined	with	preference	judgments,	based	on	Susini	
et	al.	(2001)	and	Siekiersky	et	al.	(2001).
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and	semantic	descriptors	that	are	perceptually	relevant	for	describing	and	evaluating	
a	sound	object	in	the	design	process.

11.4  Perspectives: Sounds in continuous interactions

The	methods	reported	in	this	chapter	all	address	the	measurement	of	quantities	rep-
resentative	of	what	a	human	listener	perceives.	The	evaluation	of	the	perceived	sound 
quality	of	industrial	objects	is	a	very	important	domain	in	which	these	methods	are	
applied.	Traditionally,	the	paradigm	of	sound	quality	evaluation	considers	a	listener	
passively	 receiving	 information	 from	 the	 sounds	of	 the	product.	Such	evaluations	
would,	for	instance,	study	the	acoustical	properties	of	a	car	engine	roar	that	a	user	
prefers	(aesthetics)	and	that	are	representative	of	a	sports	car	(functionality).

New	technologies	for	sensing	and	embedded	computation,	however,	have	made	
it	possible	for	designers	to	consider	sonic	augmentations	of	a	much	wider	array	of	
everyday	objects	that	incorporate	electronic	sensing	and	computational	capabilities.	
Where	continuous	auditory	feedback	is	concerned,	the	sound	is	no	longer	produced	
in	a	static	or	isolated	way,	but	is	rather	coupled	to	human	action	in	real	time.	This	
new	domain	of	applications	is	called	sonic interaction design.

From	the	standpoint	of	perception,	the	level	of	dynamical	interactivity	embodied	
by	such	artifacts	is	very	different	from	the	situation	of	passive	listening	in	which	most	
of	the	methods	reported	are	carried	out.	In	sonic	interactions,	participants	are	not	lis-
tening	to	sequences	of	static	sounds	selected	by	an	experimenter,	but	instead	dynami-
cally	explore	the	sounds	of	an	interactive	object.	This	context	may	be	thought	to	be	
more	closely	allied	with	enactive	views	of	perception	(e.g.,	Bruner,	1966)	than	with	
some	of	the	more	traditional	approaches	found	in	experimental	auditory	psychology.

The	study	of	sonic	interaction	entails	an	understanding	of	perceptual–motor	behav-
ior,	because	 these	processes	underlie	any	form	of	human	 interaction.	New	methods	
may	 therefore	 be	 required.	 Such	 methods	 experimentally	 study	 how	 users	 perform	
when	required	to	do	a	task	involving	sonic	interaction.	An	interesting	example	is	pro-
vided	in	work	by	Rath	(Rath	&	Rocchesso,	2005;	Rath,	2006,	2007;	Rath	&	Schleicher,	
2008).	They	describe	the	Ballancer,	a	tangible	interface	consisting	of	a	wooden	plank	
that	may	be	tilted	by	its	user	in	order	to	drive	a	virtual	ball	rolling	along	the	plank.	The	
authors	used	this	interface	to	study	participants’	abilities	to	use	this	auditory	feedback	
in	a	task	involving	guiding	the	ball	to	a	target	region	along	the	length	of	the	plank,	
depending	on	 the	kind	of	 sound	used.	Lemaitre	et	 al.	 (2009)	used	another	 tangible	
interface	(the	Spinotron)	implementing	the	metaphor	of	a	child’s	spinning	top	to	study	
how	continuous	sonic	interactions	guide	the	user	in	making	a	precise	gesture.
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